Ottawa, Canada - May 2017 - LinearDynamics Rook software enables users of Milestone XProtect® to create automated, long-term to permanent export strategies. This extraordinarily tight integration promises to bring ease of use and implementation when performing large-scale exports of the Milestone XProtect database.

**Long-term storage goals achieved**

Thanks to Milestone's Open Platform and Rimage's powerful hardware, long-term optical archiving is easily within reach.

By merging the Rimage Catalyst™ 6000N disc publishing system and LinearDynamics Rook software, Milestone XProtect® Management Client administrators of nearly any edition of XProtect can now sculpt and define archiving strategies which suit their needs. The new integration is capable of bulk exports of the XProtect database, but can also strongly focus on evidentiary exports for the concerned investigator.

LinearDynamics Rook possesses a great deal of flexibility when it comes to deciding what data needs to be exported, when it needs to get exported, and in what formats. Bookmarks, evidence locks, or sequences can be targeted for exporting. Exported data discs are fully searchable from a standardized database utility, ensuring that at no point would proprietary software or utilities be needed in order to explore the export.

Supported Milestone XProtect editions include:
- Corporate
- Expert
- Enterprise
- Professional
- Express
- Husky M30, M50

Export types and formats include:
- Bookmarks, Evidence Locks, Sequences
- AVI, MKV, JPG, and Milestone's own portable Smart Client format.

Optical media is ideal for long-term storage, and WORM (Write Once Read Many) technology ensures the data is tamperproof. Combining the power of Rook from LinearDynamics with disc publishing systems from Rimage, Milestone XProtect users now have long-term archiving capabilities not seen before.
To learn more: https://lineardynamics.ca/milestone-xprotect-automated-exporting-and-archiving-solution-with-rimage-catalyst-hardware/
Watch it in action: https://youtu.be/wgMaen_wl68

About LinearDynamics Inc.
Since its inception in 2014, LinearDynamics Inc, has grown quickly as a leader in cutting edge enterprise technology solutions. In 2018, LinearDynamics has acquired StorageQuest's line of products including network attached appliances, storage management software, and problem-solving integrations, all of which serve to provide seamless storage management for demanding environments.
www.LinearDynamics.ca

About Rimage® Corporation
Rimage Corporation, founded in 1978, is a pioneer and innovator in CD, DVD, and Blu-ray Disc™ publishing, duplication and production technology, with over 22,000 Rimage systems currently installed globally. Rimage designs and manufactures disc publishing and printing hardware, and provides related software, consumables and support. Rimage products are used in many vertical applications including web camera, video surveillance, computer crimes, and evidence. For more information about Rimage, please visit www.rimage.com.
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